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BRABBU is once again in the spotlight in Russia, one of its best markets. MMZ Project 

Architectural Bureau specified its pieces for a hospitality Project – ERWIN restaurant 

and bar.  

MMZ Bureau projected the bar area, where BRABBU’s pieces were included, as an 

elegant contrasting set with copper and some bright colors. “The idea of the look was to 

make a huge metal bridge in an elegant atmosphere and add some bright spots” says 

Maria Zhukova, the Chief Architect. 

The bright spots that were contrasting with the copper are BRABBU’s EANDA Bar 

Chairs, the first piece of this typology in the brand’s collection and one of 2015 best 

sellers. Also in the bar counter it is possible to enjoy a fine drink while being comfortably 

sit in BRABBU’s MOHAWK Stool. An elegant design piece finished in copper and with 

the seat in synthetic leather. 

Every aspect of the project was considered regarding contrasts, thus not only the colors 

but as well as materials and fabrics contrast with each other. Copper colored synthetic 

leather contrasts with colorful velvet, metal contrasts with fabric, walls and facades 

contrast with pieces and the final result is a luxurious groovy bar set where clients can 

relax after a busy day.   

The same charm and inspiration from the bar section was applied to the bathroom decor 

where another piece from BRABBU’s collection was added, this time a wall lamp – 

VELLUM, one of the brand’s best sellers as well.  

 

Project: ERWIN restaurant and bar project 

Studio: MMZ Project architectural Bureau 
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